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Dynamic Parameters Cellular Automaton Model for Passengers in
Subway
Yichen Zheng, Xiangyu Xi, Yifan Zhuang, and Yi Zhang
Abstract: To simulate the passenger behavior in subway system, a Dynamic Parameters Cellular Automaton
(DPCA) model is put forward in this paper. Pedestrian traffic flows during waiting, getting on or off, and traveling
can be simulated. The typical scenario in Beijing Subway Line 13 is modeled to analyze the passenger behavior in
subway system. By comparing simulation results with statistical ones, the correctness and practicality of the DPCA
model are verified. At last, the additional results made by DPCA model can make contribution to passenger comfort
analysis and pedestrian facility planning and guidance.
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1

Introduction

Behavior of passenger affects the operation of the
subway system, and pedestrian traffic flow is the
important method to study passenger behavior. In recent
years, plenty of studies on pedestrian traffic flow
have been made, in which the pedestrian evacuation
under emergency cases[1, 2] and micro and macrocharacteristic[3] of the pedestrian flow have attracted
much attention. Simulation of pedestrian flow is one of
the fundamental methods to avoid pedestrian flow jam[4]
and maximize the utility of pedestrian facilities[5] ,
which will also play important role in the study of
comfort index in Subway Systems[6] .
To explain and simulate the complex pedestrian
behavior, several theories based on different principles
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have been put forward[7, 8] . Helbing and Molnar[9]
put forward Social Force (SF) model and improved
it. Pedestrian evacuation under emergency cases
are studied to find self-organizing pedestrian
movement and “faster is slower” effect. On the
other hand, Cellular Automaton (CA) model, a typical
discrete microscopic model, is widely accepted as
a consequence of its flexible rules and applicability
in concurrent computation. Models based on CA
model, such as the Lattice Gas Model and Two Floors
Model, are rather useful in solving problems with
given simple scenarios[10, 11] . Also, there are many
theories and models applied in underground stations
realm[12, 13] . However, these models cannot describe the
crowded pedestrian movements in subway system. It
is necessary to propose an agile model with the ability
to describe pedestrian with complex behavior and
different statuses.
To simulate the pedestrian behavior in subway
system, a Dynamic Parameters Cellular Automaton
(DPCA) model is demonstrated in this paper. The
DPCA model can describe how passengers seek
destination, determine the next step, handle collision,
and move forward in complicated scenes in subway
system.
In this paper, we firstly introduce the basic rules
and parameters of the models. Further we model the
railway system and generalize passenger status and
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dynamic parameters, based on which we introduce
how DPCA model works in different statuses of
passengers in Section 2. Finally we show the simulation
results and statistic results to verify the correctness
and applicability of the model in Section 3. Finally,
conclusions are drawn in Section 4.

2

Dynamic Parameters Cellular Automaton
Model

2.1

Basic rules

In DPCA model, a passenger can only move to one
of the nine cells around him including the current cell
itself in each step. Define the passenger is currently
at position P0;0 and he can only move to 8 cells
around the P0;0 (or stay at P0;0 ) at next time step,
as shown in Fig. 1. The night values in these cells,
called 3  3 dimension move gain matrix P, describe
the probability of moving to each cell in which Pi;j
symbolizes the probability of moving to cell.i; j /. As
the result, passenger will choose the cell with the largest
Pi;j as the next step cell.
To distinguish the different statuses of passengers in
subway train, the move gain matrix P is calculated with
dynamic parameters, as shown in Eq. (1).
Pi;j D ˛Disi;j C ˇEi;j C Fi;j ; ˛ C ˇ C  D 1 (1)
where Disi;j is the distance of current cell.i; j / to target
cell cell.iT ; jT /, Ei;j checks whether current cell is
occupied, and Fi;j is the density of occupied cells in
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way of target cell, as
Disi;j D ji iT j C jj jT j
(
1; if cell is occupied;
Ei;j D
0; if cell is empty
Fi;j D

M

m
s

D

.jiT

M m
i j C 1/.jjT

(2)
(3)

j j C 1/

(4)

where M is the number of cells occupied while m
presents empty cells.
To further describe the function of parameter Fi;j , a
typical scene in Fig. 2 is shown as an instance. In Fig. 2,
A is the present cell and B is the destination. Empty cell
indicates nobody is in the cell while a circle represents
a passenger. Then Fi;j D .19 16/=Œ.6 C 1/.4 C 1/ D
3=35 D 0:086.
In traditional CA model, passengers usually choose
to move forward at first and secondly move aside, while
standing still is the last choice[14, 15] . However, this
approach is unfit for crowded scenes or the process
concerning random assignment of cell. After adequate
analysis, collision phenomena are classified into two
types and the respective solutions are put forward in this
paper, as shown in Table 1.
According the above principles, the simulation
process is illustrated in Fig. 3. In figure, t is the current
simulation step, T is the total count of simulation steps,
n is a mark of single passenger, and N is the total
number of passengers.

A

Fig. 1

P-1,1

P0,1

P1,1

P-1, 0

P0, 0

P1, 0

P-1, -1

P0, -1

P1, -1

B

All possible cells to move for passenger at P0;0 .
Table 1

Fig. 2

Instance of scene in defined Fi,j .

Collision avoidance approach of DPCA.

Collision phenomenon
More than one passengers select a same cell as their
next cell.
Passenger P1’s next cell is occupied by passenger P2.

Collision avoidance approach
Randomly assign the cell to a certain passenger and the rest passengers
remain still.
If passenger P2 takes P1’s present cell as his next cell, they exchange cells.
If passenger P2 does not take passenger P1’s present cell as his next cell,
P1 remains still.
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Fig. 3

2.2

Subway system
modeling

and

passenger

Simulation process of DPCA.

behavior

In order to verify the effectiveness of DPCA model
in simulating passengers in subway system, a typical
scenario in Beijing Subway Line 13 is established. The
scene cells matrix can be defined as
Cells D Œcell.i; j /
(5)
According to Beijing Subway Line 13, we modeling
a 5  50 cells scene which can be a perfect analogue
of subway car with model named DKZ5, as shown in
Fig. 4.
There are six types of cells in Cells, impassable, seat,
vertical handrail, handrail beside seat, handrail beside
door, and normal cell.
Obviously, passengers have different behaviors
according to different statuses. We define 6 kinds of

Fig. 4

statuses for passengers, as shown in Table 2. In different
statuses, passengers seek different destinations and
obey different rules. So it is essential that we determine
different behavior rules according to respective status.
2.3

Dynamic parameter in different passenger
statuses

In traditional CA model, the behavior rule of passenger
Table 2

Passenger status in subway system.

Status
1
2
3
4
5
6

Behavior
Queuing
Getting on
Riding
Preparing to get off
Getting off
Leaving

A typical scene of subway train and platform for DKZ5.
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is fixed in the same simulation sense. However, in
DPCA model, passengers in the same simulation sense
will automatically change behavior rules according to
their status. In subway system, passenger is likely to
choose seat, handrail, empty position adjacent to the
wall, or empty position in aisle as the destination. The
move gain matrix P, as the result, would change
according to passenger status. So we introduce the
dynamic parameter in move gain matrix P to reflect the
change.
Because the target of passenger would change during
simulation, we defined the attractive matrix as
A D ŒAi;j 
(6)

'RRU

where Ai;j is the probability that cell.i; j / is the
destination for current passenger. Passenger will take
the destination cell with the highest attractive level
according to A. In the following, we will introduce the
calculation of attractive matrix A by dynamic parameter
according to different passenger statuses.
2.3.1

Status 1: Queuing

Each passenger will be assigned to one of the lines
randomly and keep the waiting rules. the target matrix
A of each passenger is the end of waiting line.
2.3.2

Status 2: Getting on

After the subway train arrives, passengers line up and
take the doors as destination. Normally passengers
will go straight and step into the subway car in two
lines. However, two situations are more likely to happen
in Table 3.
After considering these factors, the attractive matrix
is defined as the following Eq. (7).
Ai;j D 1 Pos(LTP)
(7)
2 Dis(LTP)
where LTP is the line tail position, Pos(LTP) is the
length of the waiting line, Dis(LTP) is the distance from
current cell to the end of waiting line, and 1 and 2 are
coefficients.
2.3.3

When passenger has get on the train, he (or she) will
start to seek comfortable position in the subway train,
as shown in Fig. 5. The priorities for different positions
Table 3

Two lines assemble into three lines.

+DQGUDLOEHVLGHVHDW

6HDW

+DQGUDLOEHVLGHGRRU

Fig. 5

An example of Status 3.

in subway train are illustrated in Table 4.
After considering these factors, the attractive matrix
is defined as the following Eq. (8).
Ai;j D 3 Ti;j C 4 Ci;j C 5 Si;j C 6 Di;j ;
(8)
3C 4C 5C 6 D1
where Ti;j is the position priority of cell, Ci;j check
whether cell is occupied, Si;j is the distance from
current cell to target cell, Di;j is the density of occupied
cells in way of target cell, and 3 to 6 are coefficients.
2.3.4

Status 4: Preparing to get off

When the subway train is arriving at the station soon,
passengers to get off at this station will gather around
the doors. Those who don’t get off obey the rules of
Status 2 and probably change positions, as shown in
Fig. 6. We calculate the attractive matrix with Eq. (9).
Ai;j D

7 Dis(door)

C

8 Dens(door);
7

Status 3: Riding

Passenger behavior
Passenger goes to another line tail.

,PSDVVDEOH

C

8

D1

(9)

where Dis(door) stands for the nearest distance from
the cell to any doors while Dens(door) represents the
density level of the path from cell to the door. Generally,

Common special scenes in Status 2.

Scene
When a passenger finds other lines shorter and not too far from his present position, he (or
she) will swiftly move to the tail of the shorter line.
When there are passengers getting off, passengers who get on will move in two lines. When
no passenger getting off, the waiting lines changes into three lines.
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Table 4
Priority
1
2
3
4
5
6

Position priority.
Position type
Seat
Vertical steel handrail
Handrail next to the door
Handrail before seat
Position next to the wall
Position in the aisle

'RRU

'RRU

,PSDVVDEOH

+DQGUDLOEHVLGHVHDW

6HDW

+DQGUDLOEHVLGHGRRU

Fig. 7

3

Simulation and Analysis

3.1
,PSDVVDEOH

+DQGUDLOEHVLGHVHDW

6HDW

+DQGUDLOEHVLGHGRRU

Fig. 6

An example of Status 4.

passenger will choose the nearest door as the exit, and
7 and 8 are coefficients.
2.3.5

Status 5/6: Getting off and leaving

In Status 5, passengers getting off will collide with
passengers getting on, and regular collision solution
does not work well. According to our observation,
passengers will get off through the middle path in order
to avoid collision with passengers getting on. When
passengers reach the line tail cell, they would go straight
to the exit of the subway hall. An instance is put forward
to further describe the rule in Fig. 7.
So a virtual cell is set as the destination before
the passenger reach the line tail position. After that,
the boundary of subway hall will be taken as the
destination. Now that destination is settled, it is
unnecessary to calculate attractive matrix.
As for passengers getting on, they will not get on
through the middle path with passengers getting off
within visible range. They just go straight and seek
possible empty cells.

An example of Status 5.

Test case

A survey is made in Beijing Subway Line No. 13 in July
2013. We count the time interval for passengers to finish
the get on/off process with given number of passengers
getting on, passengers getting off, and passengers on
the train. The variables of the survey and simulation are
shown in Table 5, there are about 200 records in this
survey.
According to real scenes, three kinds of tests
are extracted and illustrated in Table 6. Test 1 and
Test 2 stand for terminal station and originating
station respectively while Test 3 represents intermediate
station.
Survey and simulation are made at same scenes in
Table 6, and the summary of the survey and simulation
is shown in Table 7.
3.2

Results and analyze

According to the survey results, the relationship curve
of
Table 5 Variables of the survey and simulation.
Independent variables
Dependent variable
˙On , number of passengers TInt , time interval for
getting on
passengers to finish the
˙Off , number of passengers get on/off process
getting off
˙Train , number of passengers on
the train
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Table 6 Scene of test case.
Test
Scene
Independent variables
1 All the passengers on the ˙On D 0, ˙Train D ˙Off
subway get off while nobody
gets on.
2 The subway is vacant and
˙Train D ˙Off D 0
certain number of passengers
get on.
3 Passengers get off while certain
number of passengers get on.
Table 7
Method

Summary of the survey and simulation.
Data source

Survey

Variables in Table 5 are collected in
July 2013
Simulation Variables in Table 5 are collected by
simulation model. The size of cell is
0:4 m0:4 m, gain matrix parameters
f˛; ˇ; g D f1=2; 5=12; 1=12g, and
attractive matrix parameters f i g D
f3=5; 2=5; 8=23; 4=23; 8=23; 3=23; 2=
3; 1=3g.

Count of
record
200

Fig. 9 Comparison of statistic curve and simulation curve
in Test 2.

can be summarized. By fixing some independent
variables shown in Table 5, the simulation results and
survey results can be compared in two-dimensional
curve.
The time interval-number of passengers curves for
simulation and statistic results are compared in Figs. 8
and 9. Points stand for the records collected from
simulation or statistic results, curves are the fitting
results of TInt D f .˙On ; ˙Off ; ˙Train /. The comparison
of Test 1 is shown in Fig. 8, where statistic
curve TInt D f .0; ˙Off ; ˙Off / and simulation curve

TInt D fO.0; ˙Off ; ˙Off / are shown.
The comparison of Test 2 is shown in Fig. 9, where
statistic curve TInt D f .˙On ; 0; 0/ and simulation curve
TInt D fO.˙On ; 0; 0/ are shown.
With adequate analysis and contrast of fitting curves,
the correctness and practicality of DPCA model can be
proved. It should be mentioned that passenger speed
during getting on the subway train or finding positions
has not been determined in any published research yet,
so a compromise speed 1.3 m/s[16] is chosen and may
cause effect on the fitting curves.
What’s more, in Test 3, given the number of
passengers getting on and off on subway train, we
design simulation about the process of passengers
getting on and off and count the time the process
takes. Results show the relationship between time TInt
and ˙On with different ˙Off ranges, as shown in Fig. 10.
From Fig. 10, it can be seen that in this curve cluster:
 There are two inflection points in each curve.
 Before the first inflection point, the curve is convex,
which means TInt increases slowly with ˙On getting

Fig. 8 Comparison of statistic curve and simulation curve
in Test 1.

Fig. 10 Relationship between time TInt and ˙ On with
different ˙ Off ranges.

TInt D f .˙On ; ˙Off ; ˙Train /

5760

(10)
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on increasing.
 Between the first and second inflection points, the
curve is approximately linear.
 After the second inflection point, the curve is concave
and TInt increases faster as ˙On increases.

4

[5]

[6]

Conclusions

In this paper, to simulate the passenger behavior in
confined space like subway train, the DPCA model with
a typical subway train scene is established. Dynamic
parameters are introduced in the calculation of attractive
matrix in different kinds of passenger statuses. By
comparison of simulation results of DPCA model and
statistic results of survey made in Beijing Subway Line
No. 13, the correctness and practicality of DPCA model
are verified.
In addition, by studying the curve cluster for different
ranges of passenger getting on and off the trains, the
characteristics of passengers flow in the subway system
can be found. With the increase of passengers getting on
and off the train, the time cost would grow faster, which
would reduce the flow efficiency in subway system. If
the system can hold the count of passengers within this
inflection point, the service index of the subway system
can remain high quality.
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